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Roger Simon posts on this president going to war.  
“You may not be interested in war,”  Comrade Trotsky supposedly said (but probably didn’t), 
“but war is interested in you.”  And right he was, as Barack Hussein Obama, the American 
president least interested in war in most of our lifetimes, possibly ever, has found himself 
plunged half-heartedly in the middle of it,  going to war, bombing Islamic State territories within 
Syria, a country he at first warned would itself be bombed for its use of chemical weapons. 

Now he’s bombing on that Syrian regime’s side and also acting in behalf of the Islamic Republic 
of Iran, a nation we are supposedly trying to prevent from obtaining nuclear weapons, but there 
you have it.  The brutalities of ISIS, ISIL, the Islamic State, call it what you will, trumped all. 

Quelle ironie, mon vieux. 

No doubt Obama would have rather been marching with “climate” demonstrators in New York, 
but that’s the way things turned out.  Trotsky’s curse prevailed. ... 

  
  
Bret Stephens says, "Every president gets things wrong. What sets Obama apart is 
his ideological rigidity and fathomless ignorance."   
Serious people feel an obligation to listen whenever Barack Obama speaks. They furrow their 
brow and hold their chin and parse every word. They assume that most everything a president 
says is significant, which is true. They assume that what's significant must also be well-
informed. Not necessarily. 

I've been thinking about this as it becomes clear that, even at an elementary level, Mr. Obama 
often doesn't know what he's talking about. It isn't so much his analysis of global events that's 
wrong, though it is. The deeper problem is the foundation of knowledge on which that analysis is 
built. 

Here, for instance, is Mr. Obama answering a question posed in August by New York Times 
columnist Tom Friedman, who wanted the president's thoughts on the new global disorder. 

"You can't generalize across the globe," the president replied. "Because there are a bunch of 
places where good news keeps on coming. Asia continues to grow . . . and not only is it growing 
but you're starting to see democracies in places like Indonesia solidifying." 

"The trend lines in Latin America are good," he added. "Overall, there's still cause for optimism." 

Here, now, is reality: In Japan, the economy is contracting. China's real-estate market is a 
bubble waiting to burst. Indonesia's democracy may be solidifying, but so is Islamism and the 
persecution of religious minorities. Democracy has been overthrown in Thailand. The march 
toward freedom in Burma—supposedly one of Mr. Obama's (and Hillary Clinton's ) signature 
diplomatic victories—has stalled. India may do better than before under its new prime minister, 
Narendra Modi, but gone are the days when serious people think of India as a future 
superpower. The government of Pakistan is, as ever, on the verge of collapse. ... 

  



  
Andrew Malcolm on the new tax inversion rules.  
Lurching on to the new week's next news diversion, the Obama administration announced new 
regulations Monday to punish U.S. businesses that employ Americans, make profits and seek to 
protect the gains for shareholders, as is their fiduciary responsibility. 

The over-hyped administration moves came against so-called business inversions, a perfectly 
legal pro forma shift of corporate headquarters to a foreign country with corporate taxes lower 
than the United States' confiscatory 35% rate. The goal was to crimp the economic appeal of 
such moves. 

Although Russia and North Korea would not be recommended, the money-saving headquarters 
shift could actually go to any other country in the world because the United States' corporate tax 
rate is the highest of any on the planet. 

The new regulations, which take effect immediately and may be followed by others that are 
retroactive, have all the earmarks of a classic Barack Obama initiative: They're late. They mean 
much less than they appear (think sanctions on Russia and Iran). They pit a faceless group of 
alleged wrongdoers against the middle class being defended by guess-who in the White House. 

The entire problem is the fault of Congress, which happens to be out of session now. It suddenly 
requires urgent unilateral executive action by guess-who in the White House, who hasn't done 
anything significant either about corporate tax reform during any of his 2,072 days in office. ... 

  
  
The following pull quote is from an address by Kevin Williamson to a meeting of the 
Heritage Foundation. It contains an erudite thought about the difficulty of controlling 
human behavior. It would be nice if there was a cogent essay around it, but there 
really was not. However, it provides food for thought.  
... Aristotle believed that man is a “political animal,” while some market-oriented thinkers are 
criticized for reducing man to a profit-seeking animal, homo economicus. Kenneth Burke 
understood man as the language-using animal. It is perhaps better simply to begin with an 
understanding of man as animal. Even under the most exalted conceptions of man — as 
creature made in the image of God, as possessor of free will — man is nonetheless subject to 
the same animal pressures as is a kangaroo or a honeybee. Our bodies are the product of 
evolution, and so are our behaviors, including — especially — our social behaviors. Although it 
is dangerously easy to make too much of any specific body of work in fields such as psychiatric 
genetics and evolutionary psychology, they do point to a fact that is critical for understanding our 
public-policy discourse at something more than a white-hats/black-hats level: Culture is not 
outside of biology. Culture does not stand apart from biology, interacting with our evolved 
natures like an exasperated master trying to train an unruly pet. Perhaps Glenn Loury’s famous 
observation should be amended: Conservatives should not believe that human nature has no 
history — only that it has a very, very long one, one in which changes are not measured in 
lifetimes or generations but in eons. Human nature may be open to renegotiation, but not on any 
timeline that a politician or a philosopher could work with. For the purposes of politics, human 
nature is effectively immutable. 

While the biologists are giving us good reason to be extremely modest in our expectations for 
the project of attempting to manage man, the mathematicians have done what seems to me 



irreparable damage to the belief that complex human systems can be managed, flown by 
remote control from Congress or the White House, a belief that is increasingly difficult to 
distinguish from a superstition. The scientific study of complex adaptive systems such as 
markets has taken Ludwig von Mises’s philosophical critique of central planning and developed 
a formidable body of knowledge that suggests a much more general and sweeping 
understanding of Mises’s underlying principle. Even a relatively simple economic activity — say, 
the cultivation and sale of wheat — is far too complex to be comprehended, anticipated, or 
managed by any bureaucracy, agency, or committee, no matter how intelligent and well-
meaning its agents, no matter how well-equipped and incentivized they may be. 

F. A. Hayek warned us against the “pretense of knowledge.” But the fact is that our public-policy 
debate is broadly organized around that very pretense, which is practically an article of faith. 

Reality is remorselessly wearing away at the planners’ pretense. In 2008, the best and brightest 
in Washington, who believe themselves to be among the most intelligent and powerful men and 
women in the world, stood by helplessly as their ambitions were done in by the very houses in 
which we live, like cells turning against the body as cancer. Washington’s response was to apply 
to health care the same effective management it had brought to housing policy, executing its 
program with approximately the ineptitude that one might have expected. ... 

  
  
  
David Harsanyi reacts to Lois Lerner's interview in Politico.  
Lois Lerner. Hero. Servant. Brownie-baking puppy lover. Sister of the Blessed State. 

This is about all a person reading Politico’s new exclusive “interview” with the former head of the 
I.R.S. division that oversees tax-exempt groups, might take away. “I didn’t do anything wrong” 
claims Lerner, who, like any innocent person, is flanked by a major law firm’s partner, two 
personal attorneys and her husband – a lawyer. “I’m proud of my career and the job I did for this 
country.” And in around 3,700 obsequious words, Politico seems to agree. ... 

... Remember: A U.S. District Court judge had to force the IRS to tell the court what happened to 
Lerner’s hard drive. It was only then that the IRS told investigators that Lerner’s hard drive – 
with most of her emails – had crashed in 2011. With no way to retrieve them. Then, only after 
the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee and groups like Judicial Watch used 
FIOA were pushing to find Lerner’s emails – which we’re to believe are completely innocuous – 
a deputy associate chief counsel of the IRS, said (in an affidavit) that Lerner’s Blackberry had 
been “wiped clean” and thrown our as “scrap for disposal in June 2012.” This, after everyone 
knew what had happened. 

Lerner scoffed at the notion that she would crash her own computer to hide emails: “How would 
I know two years ahead of time that it would be important for me to destroy emails, and if I did 
know that, why wouldn’t I have destroyed the other ones they keep releasing?” 

Perhaps, and this is just a guess, being a lawyer you understood that illegal – or possibly just 
unprofessional and hyper-political – contents were in those emails. Why didn’t you destroy them 
all? Maybe you couldn’t destroy everything. Maybe you’re lazy about cover-ups. Maybe you 
missed some. Maybe you’re incompetent. Surely, Congress and media suspicious reporters 
could come up an array of questions that might illuminate the situation. The only conceivable 



reason, after all, that Lerner won’t talk to Congress or the media is because she is faced with 
the unenviable choice of lying or fessing up to something. Not that you’d know any of that 
reading Politico’s puff piece. 

What I did learn, though, was that Lerner gets revolting emails from some random people. So 
please reserve your empathy for her, dog-lover and public servant, rather than groups that were 
denied the right to participate in the political process because of her actions. 

  
  
Michael Barone with another example of IRS abuse of the public.  
For those of you who thought the Internal Revenue Service was only interested in squelching 
the free speech rights of organizations supporting conservatives, here’s something even more 
disturbing. 

Over at the Volokh Conspiracy blog, Georgetown law professor Nicholas Quinn Rosenkranz 
reports that on Jan. 20, 2012, the IRS revised its BOLO ("Be On the Lookout") list to include 
"political action type organizations involved in . . . educating on the Constitution and Bill of 
Rights." He notes that the targeted organizations included Linchpins of Liberty in Tennessee, 
the Spirit of Freedom Institute in Wyoming and the Constitutional Organization of Liberty in 
Pennsylvania. 

"There may have been many more," he adds. 

The thinking at the IRS apparently is that we can’t have people educating others on 
inconvenient issues like the First Amendment’s freedom of political expression, the Second 
Amendment’s right to keep and bear arms or Article II’s requirement that the president faithfully 
execute the laws. Pretty dangerous stuff! 

This should, of course, generate intense interest in the mainstream media. Let’s see if it does. 

  
  
The left media is pretending to find differences between this new bombing campaign 
and Bush's. James Taranto catches their corrections and deletions.  
... Twitchy.com reports that Josh Lederman, a White House correspondent for the Associated 
Press, tweeted this bit of puffery last night: "Involvement of 5 Arab nations in Syria airstrikes a 
major foreign policy win for Obama. Also helps him distinguish from Bush's Iraq War." Lederman 
later deleted the tweet. 

The New York Times went a step further, today publishing this fabulous correction: 

An article on Sept. 11 about President Obama's speech to the nation describing his plans for a 
military campaign against the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, gave an incorrect comparison 
between efforts by the president to seek allies' support for his plans and President George W. 
Bush's efforts on such backing for the Iraq war. The approach Mr. Obama is taking is similar to 
the one Mr. Bush took; it is not the case that, "Unlike Mr. Bush in the Iraq war, Mr. Obama has 
sought to surround the United States with partners." 



The story, written by Mark Landler, now says only that "the president drew a distinction between 
the military action he was ordering and the two wars begun by his predecessor," and it doesn't 
quite spell out what the distinction was except to describe the current action as "selective 
airstrikes." 

How could it take the Times 12 days to formulate this correction? Presumably it's not that the 
original story has been overtaken by events; you don't run a correction unless the story was 
mistaken at the time. There must have been a lot of deliberation among the editors over just 
how to handle this. 

The final correction is quite remarkable. The Times now asserts, as a simple matter of fact, that 
"the approach Mr. Obama is taking is similar to the one Mr. Bush took." A corollary is that the 
distinction the story originally drew is simply wrong as a matter of fact. ... 

  
 
 
 

  
  
Roger L. Simon 
Trotsky’s Curse: BHO Goes to War 
 

 

“You may not be interested in war,”  Comrade Trotsky supposedly said (but probably didn’t), 
“but war is interested in you.”  And right he was, as Barack Hussein Obama, the American 
president least interested in war in most of our lifetimes, possibly ever, has found himself 
plunged half-heartedly in the middle of it,  going to war, bombing Islamic State territories within 
Syria, a country he at first warned would itself be bombed for its use of chemical weapons. 

Now he’s bombing on that Syrian regime’s side and also acting in behalf of the Islamic Republic 
of Iran, a nation we are supposedly trying to prevent from obtaining nuclear weapons, but there 
you have it.  The brutalities of ISIS, ISIL, the Islamic State, call it what you will, trumped all. 



Quelle ironie, mon vieux. 

No doubt Obama would have rather been marching with “climate” demonstrators in New York, 
but that’s the way things turned out.  Trotsky’s curse prevailed. 

So what happened and what’s going to happen?  In the short run, America will come together in 
time of war as so many of us do, get behind our president and hope for the best. (Obama’s poll 
numbers will go up.)  Giving the man his due, or his frequently absurd secretary of State, he was 
able to obtain cooperation from several Sunni Islamic states who have joined the attack — the 
UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Jordan and Qatar.  The presence of Qatar, frequent enablers and 
funders of some of the most repellent terror organizations like Hamas, is surprising.  Perhaps 
they have been reading their bad press.  The absence of Turkey, led by Obama’s former friend, 
the execrable Recip Erdogan, is less of a surprise. It’s definitely time to reconsider Turkey’s 
presence in NATO — or even in the modern world.  Because what a war with ISIS is about is 
war between modernity and the seventh century and if you’re on the side of the seventh century, 
you’re definitely against us. (It’s worth noting the odd absence, for now, of our traditional 
European allies Britain and France.) 

But as the world well knows,  or at least that part of the world that is semi-awake, we will soon 
be confronting the question of whether air power — no matter from how many countries are 
involved — is sufficient to change the situation on the ground.  Our military has made it very 
clear that it isn’t.  Obama, in part to assuage his leftwing supporters, but also probably from his 
own reluctance and confusion (aren’t we supposed to be the imperialists?), has insisted that no 
ground troops will be involved.  We shall see.  The old cliche of the rubber meeting the road is at 
play.  We are now at war, no matter what any “progressive”  politician or MSNBC pundit wishes 
to call it.  Comrade Trotsky was right all along, even if he didn’t say it .  You may not be not be 
interested in war, but unless you want to abandon western civilization — and I don’t know about 
you, but I don’t — war is interested in you. 

  
  
  
WSJ 
What Obama Knows 
Every president gets things wrong. What sets Obama apart is his ideological rigidity and 
fathomless ignorance. 
by Bret Stephens 

Serious people feel an obligation to listen whenever Barack Obama speaks. They furrow their 
brow and hold their chin and parse every word. They assume that most everything a president 
says is significant, which is true. They assume that what's significant must also be well-
informed. Not necessarily. 

I've been thinking about this as it becomes clear that, even at an elementary level, Mr. Obama 
often doesn't know what he's talking about. It isn't so much his analysis of global events that's 
wrong, though it is. The deeper problem is the foundation of knowledge on which that analysis is 
built. 

Here, for instance, is Mr. Obama answering a question posed in August by New York Times 
columnist Tom Friedman, who wanted the president's thoughts on the new global disorder. 



"You can't generalize across the globe," the president replied. "Because there are a bunch of 
places where good news keeps on coming. Asia continues to grow . . . and not only is it growing 
but you're starting to see democracies in places like Indonesia solidifying." 

"The trend lines in Latin America are good," he added. "Overall, there's still cause for optimism." 

Here, now, is reality: In Japan, the economy is contracting. China's real-estate market is a 
bubble waiting to burst. Indonesia's democracy may be solidifying, but so is Islamism and the 
persecution of religious minorities. Democracy has been overthrown in Thailand. The march 
toward freedom in Burma—supposedly one of Mr. Obama's (and Hillary Clinton's ) signature 
diplomatic victories—has stalled. India may do better than before under its new prime minister, 
Narendra Modi, but gone are the days when serious people think of India as a future 
superpower. The government of Pakistan is, as ever, on the verge of collapse.  

As for Latin America, Argentina just defaulted for the second time in 13 years. Brazil is in 
recession. Venezuela is a brutal dictatorship. Ecuador is well on its way to becoming one.  

I begin with these examples not because there aren't bright spots in Asia (South Korea is one) 
or Latin America (Colombia is another) but because it's so typically Obama. Warn against 
generalization—and then generalize. Cite an example—but one that isn't representative. Talk 
about a trend line—but get the direction of the trend wrong. 

Next example: Turkey. In 2009 Mr. Obama decided to elevate Turkey and its prime minister, 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, as his core partner in the Middle East. "On issue after issue we share 
common goals," he told the Turkish parliament in April 2009. In 2012 he said that he and Mr. 
Erdogan had developed "bonds of trust."  

Yet in 2009 it was already clear that Mr. Erdogan was orchestrating huge show trials against his 
political opponents based on outlandish charges. By 2010 it was clear that he was an avowed 
supporter of Hamas, not to mention a vocal anti-Semite. In 2012 the Committee to Protect 
Journalists noted that Turkey had more journalists in prison than China and Iran put together.  

Now turn to Yemen. In 2012, after the Arab Spring, the president singled out Yemen as a model 
for a prospective political transition in Syria. Mr. Obama was at it again just two weeks ago, 
citing the fight against al Qaeda in Yemen as the model for the war he intends to wage against 
the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. 

Whoops. "Over the weekend," noted McClatchy's Adam Baron on Monday, "the growing gap 
between administration rhetoric and reality came to a head, as the acerbically anti-American 
Houthi rebels—who American diplomats allege have close financial and military ties with Iran—
took control of many areas of the capital, Sanaa, with minimal resistance from the U.S.-supplied 
Yemeni armed forces." 

Keep going around the world. He declared victory over al Qaeda and dismissed groups such as 
ISIS as "the jayvee team" at the very moment that al Qaeda was roaring back. He mocked the 
notion of Russia being our enemy—remember the line about the 1980s wanting "its foreign 
policy back"?—just as Russia was again becoming our enemy. 

He predicted in 2012 that "Assad's days are numbered" just as the Syrian dictator was turning 
the tide of war in his favor. He defended last November's nuclear deal with Tehran, saying "it's 



not going to be hard for us to turn the dials back or strengthen sanctions even further" in the 
event that diplomacy failed. In reality, as the Foundation for Defense of Democracies notes, 
"burgeoning trade ties with Turkey, increased oil sales to China, and reports of multibillion-dollar 
Russian-Iranian trade deals, not yet consummated but in the offing, are giving [Iran] a 'Plan B' 
escape hatch." 

Every administration tries to spin events its way; every president gets things wrong. Mr. Obama 
is not exceptional in those respects. Where he stands apart is in his combination of ideological 
rigidity and fathomless ignorance. What does the president know? The simple answer, and 
maybe the truest, is: not a lot. 

  
  
  
IBD 
ISIS is so last week; Obama's strategy to punish companies protecting profits 
by Andrew Malcolm  

Lurching on to the new week's next news diversion, the Obama administration announced new 
regulations Monday to punish U.S. businesses that employ Americans, make profits and seek to 
protect the gains for shareholders, as is their fiduciary responsibility. 

The over-hyped administration moves came against so-called business inversions, a perfectly 
legal pro forma shift of corporate headquarters to a foreign country with corporate taxes lower 
than the United States' confiscatory 35% rate. The goal was to crimp the economic appeal of 
such moves. 

Although Russia and North Korea would not be recommended, the money-saving headquarters 
shift could actually go to any other country in the world because the United States' corporate tax 
rate is the highest of any on the planet. 

The new regulations, which take effect immediately and may be followed by others that are 
retroactive, have all the earmarks of a classic Barack Obama initiative: They're late. They mean 
much less than they appear (think sanctions on Russia and Iran). They pit a faceless group of 
alleged wrongdoers against the middle class being defended by guess-who in the White House. 

The entire problem is the fault of Congress, which happens to be out of session now. It suddenly 
requires urgent unilateral executive action by guess-who in the White House, who hasn't done 
anything significant either about corporate tax reform during any of his 2,072 days in office. 

And it changes the discussion subject for a new week's news cycles from the latest 
uncomfortable Obama subjects -- confirmation that the Democrat rejected his entire national 
security team's advice in not arming Syrian rebels years ago and outspoken indications that 
current military leaders see through Obama's false promise of no U.S. combat forces in the fight 
against ISIS. 

Naturally, many in the complicit Washington media fell into obedient line, talking of the 
administration "cracking down" on business "loopholes," seeking to protect the middle class. 



Treasury Secy. Jacob Lew announced the new rules after "briefing" Obama, who in true kabuki 
fashion professed delight at learning about them. 

Previously Lew, another ex-Obama chief of staff, had said that only Congress could change the 
tax rules. But in a meeting with Obama last summer, Lew got second thoughts, saying he'd 
examine what could be done by executive action. Wouldn't you know, he came up with some. 

"We cannot wait to address this problem," Lew now says. 

Obama has sought to portray companies following existing laws as acting unfairly, even 
unpatriotically in their quest to maximize profits. And he claimed that the middle class is then 
forced to pick up the slack in taxes avoided. 

Billionaire Warren Buffet, Obama friend and economic adviser, is one backer taking advantage 
of inversion rules to help Burger King acquire Canada's smaller Tim Horton's and move its 
headquarters to the profit-friendlier northern neighbor, or neighbour. 

However, no law requires the profligate Obama to keep spending at the current rate. He could 
cut federal spending, as any of his vaunted middle class families would reduce theirs when 
experiencing less income. 

"In the weeks and months ahead," Obama said in a statement, "we should do even more to 
bring fairness to our tax code." 

His reference to "even more" was unclear, since no one in recent memory has done anything 
about bringing fairness to the country's convoluted, exemption-ridden tax code. It's just too 
convenient a bipartisan ball to kick back-and-forth. 

"Today’s action by the Treasury Department reinforces the urgency for action before this 
growing wave of inversions erodes our nation’s tax base," said Ron Wyden, worried as always 
about protecting and expanding tax revenues for government to spend. As you might guess, he' 
a Democrat and chair of the Senate's tax-writing Finance Committee -- at least until January. 

"We've been down this rabbit hole before," said House Ways and Means Committee Chairman 
Dave Camp. "And until the White House gets serious about tax reform, we are going to keep 
losing good companies and jobs to countries that have or are actively reforming their tax laws." 

Being Washington, of course, the simplest solution evades the razor-edged intellects of 
politicians who feel no pain simply to approve raising the debt limit and spending more than they 
have. 

Instead of punishing economic enterprises for doing what comes naturally in a capitalist system, 
why not encourage them to bring or keep money home by lowering the 35% tax rate to a more 
internationally competitive level? This would prompt more domestic investments and actually 
stimulate tax revenue through increased economic activity. 

That, however, would require presidential leadership of the kind willing to bring all sides together 
in a deal politically beneficial to most everyone, including the country. And that requires work, 
not just rhetorical finger-pointing and accusatory jawboning of the shallow, cynical kind this 
country is clearly stuck with for the next 849 very long days. 



  
  
  
National Review 
The Unmanageable Man 
When plans unravel, fists are clenched.  
by Kevin D. Williamson  

Editor’s Note: The following is adapted from remarks the author gave at the Heritage 
Foundation’s symposium “Where Is Liberalism Going?” today in Washington. 

From the early 1990s through the first decade of the 21st century, the world saw a dramatic 
decrease in crime. The most famous example is the Giuliani-era renaissance in New York City, 
where such dangerous and distasteful sections of the city as the Times Square sex-trade district 
were entirely reconstituted. From 1990 to 2009, the homicide rate throughout the city was 
reduced by about 80 percent; in some formerly high-crime areas, such as the neighborhood 
around Canal Street, homicides were reduced by 95 percent. Citywide, car thefts were reduced 
by 97 percent. 

Many theories were forwarded to explain the case of New York. Rudy Giuliani and Bill Bratton 
had a persuasive if self-interested argument that improvements in policing techniques were 
responsible for the collapse in New York City crime. But without diminishing the contributions of 
either man, this is an unsatisfying explanation, inasmuch as many other cities also experienced 
steep reductions in their crime rates without implementing anything like the Giuliani-Bratton 
model. The phenomenon was not universal, but it was worldwide: New York, Los Angeles, 
London, Paris, Tallinn, Tokyo, Rotterdam — many different policies, similar positive results. 

As with the specific case of New York, a great many theories were offered to explain the decline 
in criminality worldwide, not one of which is entirely consistent with the evidence. Steven Levitt 
and John Donohue argued that legalized abortion explained much of the reduction, but their 
argument does not account for the similarities in outcomes between countries with very different 
abortion policies or the fact that in places such as the United Kingdom, crime reductions did not 
track the creation of a very liberal abortion license in the way one would expect. Similarly, 
demographic changes, specifically the proportional reduction of the crime-prone 18-to-34-year-
old male population in aging countries, do not coincide with crime reductions in the expected 
ways, and the scale of crime reduction in places such as New York far exceeds any plausible 
age-cohort effect. Conservatives pointed to stiffer prison sentences for repeat offenders and 
larger prison populations, and argued that their law-and-order policies were at the heart of the 
success story — but, again, crime dropped in places that were reducing their prison populations, 
too, and in places where criminal-justice practices remained relatively liberal. The theories grow 
exotic: At least one scholar argues that the elimination of lead in gasoline was the driving force. 
Demographics, economics, social policy, education, police practices — none provides a 
satisfying explanation. 

To complicate things, in the United States there were important social trends that should, in 
theory, have been associated with higher crime, notably the 30-year transition from organized 
families to relatively disorganized child-rearing that began in earnest in the 1970s. There was a 
confluence of possible explanatory factors associated with that, too: the judicial invention of the 
universal abortion license, the greater availability of contraception, nonmarital cohabitation, the 
growing economic independence of women, the spread of no-fault divorce laws, the entry of 



pornography into the mainstream culture, etc. But as with the case of crime reduction, the 
decline of the traditionally organized family is not clearly associated with any policy or set of 
policies. In fact, it probably is the case that the policy changes were subordinate to cultural 
changes rather than precedent to them. No-fault divorce laws were not forced on an unwilling 
populace by a small band of ideologues, and the divorce rate did not double for no reason — 
the changes in the law were only catching up with changes in the culture. Both sets of changes 
were destructive, in my own view, but I suspect that it is a minority view: There is no popular 
campaign for the revocation of no-fault divorce laws and no indication that Americans are very 
interested in reversing the sexual trends that emerged in the latter half of the 20th century. 

A careful consideration of the evidence suggests that there is no one to credit for the reduction 
in crime over the past several decades, and no one to blame for the fragmentation of the family. 

Aristotle believed that man is a “political animal,” while some market-oriented thinkers are 
criticized for reducing man to a profit-seeking animal, homo economicus. Kenneth Burke 
understood man as the language-using animal. It is perhaps better simply to begin with an 
understanding of man as animal. Even under the most exalted conceptions of man — as 
creature made in the image of God, as possessor of free will — man is nonetheless subject to 
the same animal pressures as is a kangaroo or a honeybee. Our bodies are the product of 
evolution, and so are our behaviors, including — especially — our social behaviors. Although it 
is dangerously easy to make too much of any specific body of work in fields such as psychiatric 
genetics and evolutionary psychology, they do point to a fact that is critical for understanding our 
public-policy discourse at something more than a white-hats/black-hats level: Culture is not 
outside of biology. Culture does not stand apart from biology, interacting with our evolved 
natures like an exasperated master trying to train an unruly pet. Perhaps Glenn Loury’s famous 
observation should be amended: Conservatives should not believe that human nature has no 
history — only that it has a very, very long one, one in which changes are not measured in 
lifetimes or generations but in eons. Human nature may be open to renegotiation, but not on any 
timeline that a politician or a philosopher could work with. For the purposes of politics, human 
nature is effectively immutable. 

While the biologists are giving us good reason to be extremely modest in our expectations for 
the project of attempting to manage man, the mathematicians have done what seems to me 
irreparable damage to the belief that complex human systems can be managed, flown by 
remote control from Congress or the White House, a belief that is increasingly difficult to 
distinguish from a superstition. The scientific study of complex adaptive systems such as 
markets has taken Ludwig von Mises’s philosophical critique of central planning and developed 
a formidable body of knowledge that suggests a much more general and sweeping 
understanding of Mises’s underlying principle. Even a relatively simple economic activity — say, 
the cultivation and sale of wheat — is far too complex to be comprehended, anticipated, or 
managed by any bureaucracy, agency, or committee, no matter how intelligent and well-
meaning its agents, no matter how well-equipped and incentivized they may be. 

F. A. Hayek warned us against the “pretense of knowledge.” But the fact is that our public-policy 
debate is broadly organized around that very pretense, which is practically an article of faith. 

Reality is remorselessly wearing away at the planners’ pretense. In 2008, the best and brightest 
in Washington, who believe themselves to be among the most intelligent and powerful men and 
women in the world, stood by helplessly as their ambitions were done in by the very houses in 
which we live, like cells turning against the body as cancer. Washington’s response was to apply 



to health care the same effective management it had brought to housing policy, executing its 
program with approximately the ineptitude that one might have expected. 

It is not as though radical social change is impossible. It is, as documented in the first part of this 
essay: The reduction in crime in the United States and across the world over the course of a few 
decades constituted a transformative improvement in the real standard of living for billions of 
people. Nobody knows how or why it happened. Conversely, the collapse of the traditional 
family constitutes a severe social deformation with consequences that will far outlive any of us, 
and our grandchildren. Nobody quite knows how or why that happened, either. Politics might 
have gnawed around the edges of those movements, but there is a strong odor of rationalization 
upon the conventional political explanations of them, appending post hoc policy rationales to 
mysterious social developments and then reversing the vectors of causality to create the illusion 
that somebody is in charge. 

  

This is a particularly acute problem for the Left, because central planning, variously mutated, is 
at the center of the Left’s political program. With the collapse of Marxism as a bedrock 
intellectual model, the Anglo-American Left, and to a lesser extent its European and Asian 
branches, has been reduced to very little more than performing public-relations work on behalf 
of a collection of parochial economic interests and sundry tribal enthusiasms. The Democratic 
party is in effect an advertising agency for central planning, tasked with selling its worst failures 
as its most notable successes (public schools, Medicaid, financial regulation), and, being 
fortunate in the nature of its main antagonist, its salesmen have done a better job than one 
might have expected convincing the American public that it really does like New Coke after all. 

The shallowness of this project is readily apparent when one considers specific cases — e.g., 
efforts to ban so-called conversion therapy for homosexuals. Some men and women with same-
sex attractions are troubled by them and wish to be rid of them, and various techniques and 
programs have been developed to assist them in that effort. Critics point out that these 
programs are frequently pseudoscientific, often pure hokum, and show little evidence of leaving 
patients better off than they were before. This is broadly true. But of course that is not what the 
fight is about. Alcoholics Anonymous is based on hokum and shows very little evidence of 
successfully treating people for addiction, but we remand people to its care, sometimes as a 
matter of law, with very little concern for any of that. Any number of objectively pseudoscientific 
therapies — acupuncture, chiropractic, herbalism — are eligible for federal subsidies under the 
so-called Affordable Care Act; despite my best efforts to bring attention to that issue, no one is 
much interested in that. There is no evidence supporting the efficacy of Head Start, yoga, or the 
USDA’s dietary recommendations, either. But all three are federally blessed and federally 
subsidized. Yes, that includes the yoga. 

But it is a crime in California to offer gay-conversion counseling to people who want it. 
Apparently, what goes on between consenting adults is the government’s business after all. 

We should expect to hear a great deal more about crimes of that sort, the crime of criticizing the 
wrong people at the wrong time, and related offenses. 

The dispute is not about applying a standard of scientific rigor to efforts to change deep-seated 
human behaviors; it is about making the belief that homosexuality might be in some 
circumstances and in some ways undesirable an unthinkable thought related to a punishable 
offense. Never mind if it is literally undesirable — i.e., the tormented people in question do not 



desire to be homosexually inclined — homosexuality is a special tribal affiliation that must be 
affirmed. The American Psychiatric Association maintains that “ethical practitioners refrain from 
attempts to change individuals’ sexual orientation” but at the same time countenances much 
more invasive measures to attempt to change individuals’ sex. Genital amputation is 
therapeutic, counseling is a crime against nature. 

Gay-conversion therapy gets the planners’ attention because it irritates a particularly sensitive 
nerve belonging to an important constituent of the coalition. But many of our planners’ ambitious 
programs involve radically invasive measures on a far greater scale. Like homosexuality, 
obesity is a phenomenon in which the social and the biological are inextricably entangled. Like 
homosexuality, obesity has proved itself largely immune from efforts at management, and as in 
the case of gay-conversion therapy, those efforts often have damaging, even deadly 
consequences. But we merrily consider various federal crusades, with the first lady acting as 
mascot, organized around the worst sort of pseudoscience and supported by evidence 
amounting to effectively zero. The same stubborn, enduring, unchanging human facts that make 
trying to change someone’s sexual orientation such a dicey business also stand between the 
planners and their utopian plans for public health, education, multiculturalism, and more. 

Culture is not outside biology. 

The responsibility of conservatives is to draw ever nearer to reality. And one unpleasant aspect 
of our current reality is that the pain the Left is feeling as its planning ambitions run up against 
reality will be redirected, notably into tribalism and authoritarianism. 

We are experiencing a terrifying moment of authoritarianism among mainstream Democratic 
politicians: Harry Reid’s highly personal campaign of vicious demagoguery against Charles and 
David Koch is a national disgrace, but his party’s attempt to repeal the First Amendment is a 
national crisis. While Harry Reid wages war on free speech, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. calls for the 
literal imprisonment of people with the wrong ideas on climate change. These aren’t Occupy 
terrorists trying to blow up a bridge in Cleveland; this is the United States Senate and a man 
bearing one of the most famous names in American politics. 

The Left no longer has a credible intellectual case for its core program of control and planning. 
But, as Hayek predicted, the failure of central-planning aspirations is not going to be met with a 
renewed sense of humility on the part of our would-be rulers, but with denunciations of enemies 
of the people and demands for ever-more-extraordinary powers to deal with the emergency, 
which is now, it goes without saying, permanent. The world is moving on from command and 
control; the campus of Google might as well be on a different planet from the Rayburn House 
Office Building, its inhabitants practically alien. Power is shifting decisively in the direction of 
technology, capital, and innovation, and the planners are on the verge of losing, and 
spectacularly. 

That is what is going to make them so dangerous. 

  
  
  
 
 
 



The Federalist 
Sorry, Politico, But Lois Lerner Is Not A Victim  
by David Harsanyi 

Lois Lerner. Hero. Servant. Brownie-baking puppy lover. Sister of the Blessed State. 

This is about all a person reading Politico’s new exclusive “interview” with the former head of the 
I.R.S. division that oversees tax-exempt groups, might take away. “I didn’t do anything wrong” 
claims Lerner, who, like any innocent person, is flanked by a major law firm’s partner, two 
personal attorneys and her husband – a lawyer. “I’m proud of my career and the job I did for this 
country.” And in around 3,700 obsequious words, Politico seems to agree. 

What exactly did she do for her country, you ask? Well, sitting in her $2.5 million house in 
Bethesda, Maryland, this question, like most others, goes unanswered. But even before Lerner 
fails to respond to queries about corruption or cover-ups, the most obvious problem with the 
piece is the lack of perspective. A few very obvious things to remember: 

Lerner is already guilty 

It’s worth noting that this humble servant of the American people worked for an organization that 
– like many others in Washington after the election of Barack Obama in 2008 – found a renewed 
purpose. From fiscal 2009 to 2013, the IRS averaged around 3,500 criminal referrals a year, a 
38.4 percent increase over the past administration, according to the Wall Street Journal. In 
2013, the Justice Department prosecuted 30.6 percent more than in 2012 and the most it had 
since 1997. 

Lerner was an activist tasked with regulating free speech. And more. She has already admitted 
and apologized for the practice of targeting conservatives groups with terms like “Tea Party” or 
“patriots” in their titles. She claims that it was done in an effort to deal with the surge in 
applications for tax-exempt status asking for permission to participate in the political process. 
Yet, she didn’t aim at groups with the “climate change” or “fairness” in their names to mitigate 
this alleged crush of work she was facing. Even Eric Holder called the behavior, whether 
criminal or not, “outrageous and unacceptable” and launched a criminal investigation into Lerner 
and the IRS. (And, for all the wrong reasons, it’s doubtful anything will come of it.) Lerner isn’t a 
political punching bag in a dueling Red-Blue narrative, she is already culpable for misconduct, 
which is something you may not take away from the Politico interview. 

Of course, Lerner is political 

In addition to spending a thousand words highlighting Lerner’s humanity and professionalism, 
Politico also makes it a point to indicate that many people believe that she isn’t particularly 
political. A woman who calls conservatives “crazies” and “assholes” in government emails might 
be doing exemplary and impartial work – she may even have a point – but one thing she is not 
is apolitical. 

Lerner’s husband continued on this theme in the piece, asserting that under “both Republican 
and Democratic administrations, she got these amazing ratings and bonuses.” What isn’t 
mentioned is Lerner’s history of harassment and inappropriate ideological inquiries during her 
tenure at the FEC. But, even if she had an perfect history, so what? A near-lifetime of exemplary 
service does not excuse wrongdoing. Moreover, Lerner targeted conservative groups as the 



administration made a huge political issue of the Citizens United decision, which became the 
centerpiece of a political effort that accused conservatives of buying elections. Lerner agreed 
with the administration, according to the emails we do have, cheered on those who tried to work 
around the decision and then put her beliefs into practice. Of course it was political. 

Of course, Lerner is hiding something 

“I was the person who announced it,” she says,” I assume the other part of it is because I 
declined to talk, and once I declined to talk, they could say anything they wanted, and they knew 
I couldn’t say anything back.” 

No, you were not the person who announced it, you were the person confronted by it. You didn’t 
decline to talk, you are benefitting from a clause in the Constitution that allows a person to 
shield themselves from self-incrimination. This fact certainly doesn’t make you a criminal, but it 
almost surely means you’re hiding something pretty important. 

Did she have any hand in destroying evidence? That’s the most important question now. This is 
what Rachael Bade had to say on the topic regarding Republican efforts to find out: 

They’re also suspicious that two years’ worth of her emails disappeared in a 2011 computer 
crash, a huge kerfuffle the IRS only revealed to Congress in June — a year after the saga 
began. 

Are they the only ones who are suspicious? Shouldn’t every journalist, including the one lucky 
enough to have an exclusive interview with Lerner, be at least somewhat skeptical about the 
IRS’s story? (Wouldn’t it be nice to hear the tape of this two-hour discussion Politico had with 
Lerner? What was asked? What did Lerner refuse to answer?) 

Remember: A U.S. District Court judge had to force the IRS to tell the court what happened to 
Lerner’s hard drive. It was only then that the IRS told investigators that Lerner’s hard drive – 
with most of her emails – had crashed in 2011. With no way to retrieve them. Then, only after 
the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee and groups like Judicial Watch used 
FIOA were pushing to find Lerner’s emails – which we’re to believe are completely innocuous – 
a deputy associate chief counsel of the IRS, said (in an affidavit) that Lerner’s Blackberry had 
been “wiped clean” and thrown our as “scrap for disposal in June 2012.” This, after everyone 
knew what had happened. 

Lerner scoffed at the notion that she would crash her own computer to hide emails: “How would 
I know two years ahead of time that it would be important for me to destroy emails, and if I did 
know that, why wouldn’t I have destroyed the other ones they keep releasing?” 

Perhaps, and this is just a guess, being a lawyer you understood that illegal – or possibly just 
unprofessional and hyper-political – contents were in those emails. Why didn’t you destroy them 
all? Maybe you couldn’t destroy everything. Maybe you’re lazy about cover-ups. Maybe you 
missed some. Maybe you’re incompetent. Surely, Congress and media suspicious reporters 
could come up an array of questions that might illuminate the situation. The only conceivable 
reason, after all, that Lerner won’t talk to Congress or the media is because she is faced with 
the unenviable choice of lying or fessing up to something. Not that you’d know any of that 
reading Politico’s puff piece. 



What I did learn, though, was that Lerner gets revolting emails from some random people. So 
please reserve your empathy for her, dog-lover and public servant, rather than groups that were 
denied the right to participate in the political process because of her actions. 

  
  
  
Examiner 
The IRS targeted organizations teaching the Constitution and Bill of Rights 
by Michael Barone 

For those of you who thought the Internal Revenue Service was only interested in squelching 
the free speech rights of organizations supporting conservatives, here’s something even more 
disturbing. 

Over at the Volokh Conspiracy blog, Georgetown law professor Nicholas Quinn Rosenkranz 
reports that on Jan. 20, 2012, the IRS revised its BOLO ("Be On the Lookout") list to include 
"political action type organizations involved in . . . educating on the Constitution and Bill of 
Rights." He notes that the targeted organizations included Linchpins of Liberty in Tennessee, 
the Spirit of Freedom Institute in Wyoming and the Constitutional Organization of Liberty in 
Pennsylvania. 

"There may have been many more," he adds. 

The thinking at the IRS apparently is that we can’t have people educating others on 
inconvenient issues like the First Amendment’s freedom of political expression, the Second 
Amendment’s right to keep and bear arms or Article II’s requirement that the president faithfully 
execute the laws. Pretty dangerous stuff! 

This should, of course, generate intense interest in the mainstream media. Let’s see if it does. 

  
  
  
WSJ  
Beating About the Bush 
Obama's war embarrasses some journalists.  
by James Taranto 

Sometimes history seems to have a sense of humor. In September 2013 BuzzFeed's Andrew 
Kaczynski unearthed an old video and reported: "During the presidential election last year Vice 
President Joe Biden attacked Mitt Romney for being 'ready to go to war' in Syria." Specifically: 

"[Romney] said it was a mistake to set an end date for our warriors in Afghanistan and bring 
them home. He implies by the speech that he's ready to go to war in Syria and Iran," Biden said 
Sept. 2, 2012 speaking in York, Pennsylvania. 
"He wants to move from cooperation to confrontation with Putin's Russia. And these guys say 
the president's out of touch? Out of touch? Swiss bank account, untold millions in the Cayman 
Islands. Who's out of touch, man?" 



Romney, you may recall, was not elected. A year after Biden made those comments, they were 
fleetingly ironic because President Obama announced plans for airstrikes against Syria in 
response to dictator Bashar al-Assad's use of chemical weapons. The irony receded when, 
faced with wide public opposition and evidently highly ambivalent himself, the president 
abandoned his war plan. 

Yesterday the irony returned twice as strong. Not only is the U.S. bombing Syria, but its 
enemies there, the Islamic State and an al Qaeda spinoff called the Khorasan group, are also 
Assad's enemies. The Wall Street Journal reports the Assad regime claimed "that it was given 
prior notification of the attacks in a letter from U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry." 

The State Department denies the claim: "We did not provide advance notification to the Syrians 
at a military level, or give any indication of our timing on specific targets," says spokesman Jen 
Psaki. "Secretary Kerry did not send a letter to the Syrian regime." The State Department gets 
the benefit of the doubt here. If the letter exists, the Syrians ought to be able to produce a copy. 
Psaki did acknowledge that "the Syrian regime had been informed by the U.S. ambassador to 
the United Nations, Samantha Power, of U.S. intentions to take action," though she didn't say 
when. 

A greater irony than the comparison between the Obama administration and Biden's notional 
Romney administration is that between Obama and his predecessor. The current administration 
still seems at great pains to distinguish itself from George W. Bush. The Journal quotes an 
unnamed U.S. official as saying of the strikes in Syria: "It is shock, without the awe"--meaning 
it's less awesome than the airstrikes that preceded the 2003 ground invasion of Iraq. 

In a statement this morning, the president himself said: "We were joined in this action by our 
friends and partners--Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Jordan, Bahrain, and Qatar." He 
continued: "The strength of this coalition makes it clear to the world that this is not America's 
fight alone. Above all, the people and governments in the Middle East are rejecting ISIL and 
standing up for the peace and security that the people of the region and the world deserve." 

Then, according to White House blogress Tanya Somanader, he said: "Not since the Gulf War 
has the United States been joined in direct military action by such a broad coalition of Arab 
partners." But those words are not heard in the accompanying video, nor written in the official 
transcript. Our guess is that Somanader was working from an earlier draft of the speech and 
Obama or one of his speechwriters thought better of the implicit jab against George W. Bush. 

There's a lot of that about. Twitchy.com reports that Josh Lederman, a White House 
correspondent for the Associated Press, tweeted this bit of puffery last night: "Involvement of 5 
Arab nations in Syria airstrikes a major foreign policy win for Obama. Also helps him distinguish 
from Bush's Iraq War." Lederman later deleted the tweet. 

The New York Times went a step further, today publishing this fabulous correction: 

An article on Sept. 11 about President Obama's speech to the nation describing his plans for a 
military campaign against the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, gave an incorrect comparison 
between efforts by the president to seek allies' support for his plans and President George W. 
Bush's efforts on such backing for the Iraq war. The approach Mr. Obama is taking is similar to 
the one Mr. Bush took; it is not the case that, "Unlike Mr. Bush in the Iraq war, Mr. Obama has 
sought to surround the United States with partners." 



The story, written by Mark Landler, now says only that "the president drew a distinction between 
the military action he was ordering and the two wars begun by his predecessor," and it doesn't 
quite spell out what the distinction was except to describe the current action as "selective 
airstrikes." 

How could it take the Times 12 days to formulate this correction? Presumably it's not that the 
original story has been overtaken by events; you don't run a correction unless the story was 
mistaken at the time. There must have been a lot of deliberation among the editors over just 
how to handle this. 

The final correction is quite remarkable. The Times now asserts, as a simple matter of fact, that 
"the approach Mr. Obama is taking is similar to the one Mr. Bush took." A corollary is that the 
distinction the story originally drew is simply wrong as a matter of fact. 

It seems to us that goes a bit far--and not far enough. The assertion in the original article was 
highly tendentious, but ultimately whether the Bush-Obama similarities outweigh the differences 
is a matter of opinion. The claim is a defensible point of view, though it seems far-fetched to us. 

That is to say, Landler (or his editors) went wrong not by making an error of fact but by 
editorializing. Lederman committed the same sin in that errant tweet. Pro-administration 
editorializing by straight-news reporters is an all-too-common problem, though until 2009 the 
editorializing was usually anti-administration. There's at least one difference between Obama 
and George W. Bush. 

  
  

 
  
  
  



 
  
  

 
  
  
  



 
  

 
 
  
  



 
  
  

 
  
 


